of Lighting Designers for

sustainable lighting projects

‘’(…) For at least his work has some meaning. When he lights his street lamp, it
is as if he brought one more star to life,
or one flower. When he puts out his
lamp, he sends the flower, or the star,
to sleep. That is a beautiful occupation.
And since it is beautiful, it is truly useful.”

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, the
lamplighter.

This

has been compiled by professionals

who design lighting in architecture, urban spaces and for landscaping projects, but also for permanent
lighting designs in spaces of all kinds. We have been working as independent professionals, creators
of lighting projects and experts when it comes to lighting equipment and materials for 25 years. We
enchant your nights with passion and goodwill, we work on light and darkness in measured terms so
that you can enjoy a better life in your indoor environments and live well during the night. Well experienced and fully aware of the ecological context in which we live, we are strongly motivated and ready
to confirm the way we practice, and lead the way with our savoir-faire.

This

demonstrates our collective awareness of the value of our profession:

we believe that we can show public authorities, our clients, our partners in project management, and
the entire lighting community, that lighting can comprise an ethical approach and convey well-being
and values of universal respect.
This

is a tribute to light, a tribute to darkness,

a tribute to the sun, a tribute to the night. Light is our life energy. The night is our common heritage.
Natural light and natural darkness coexist in harmony inside our buildings: it is possible to find ways of developing acceptable solutions, to
make good use of solar radiation to light a room. The night is beautiful
and we should not spoil it. As the night is dark, let’s make it practicable
for the humans who live it. During the night, most living beings regenerate: it is essential to protect this process.
Therefore we, as lighting designers, wish to take action, provide reasons for our lighting solutions, and contribute towards the common
effort to limit global warming by entering into the following commitments:

1.Taking all light into consideration:
We claim that as lighting designers we have the expertise required to design with artificial and natural light. We commit to maximizing the use of natural light when managing urban projects, in order to highlight its positive effect on human beings. Our
expertise aims at endorsing a better use of artificial light. We want lighting to become
a fundamental right for all, guaranteeing freedom of movement and helping to ensure the safety of people and places. Our work consists of developing concrete solutions to counteract “lights out” practices, for instance in the field of public lighting. As
energy poverty increases, our approach goes along with the possible transformation
of public spaces into collective sharing places, thus requiring quality lighting for all.

2. Reinstating the pleasure of twilight and darkness

we want to work towards a balanced night-time city, in an ecologically sound
way and cleverly combining light atmospheres, contrasts and twilight scenarios. We want to help people rediscover the value and pleasure of darkness in
the city, by sharing our knowledge and battling against common misconceptions which lead to lighting being limited to safety issues. We commit to endorsing urban infrastructures for darkness so they remain visually ecologically
sound (“black” infrastructures) and to including this in every set of guidelines, or lighting master
plan, in order to safeguard the night in the city. Furthermore, we see our responsibility as providing the right balance of light and darkness in the city at night for the good of the city dwellers.
Preservation of the biodiversity of nocturnal animals and plant life shall be a prerequisite to any
lighting design concept. This approach motivates and compels us to play with shades of colour,
to master the balance of contrasts and better understand the issues of natural and artificial
darkness, in the city and in architecture, for human beings as well as for nature.

3.Respecting geo-cultural indicators:
we advocate respect for different cultural practices of lighting, which
constitute a worldwide lighting panorama as diverse as the identities of the
people and cultures of this planet. Our goal is to pursue our profession with a
geo-cultural perspective, involving the knowledge and practice of a lighting language specific to every cultural identity and way of life. As lighting designers, we
take into account the inherent lighting language – and expectations – of the community / users of the urban space as soon as our project is commissioned to be developed.
To ensure the intended results, we commit to take into consideration all the geo-cultural
aspects indicated and, if possible, to include local actors. The night time must be adapted to
those who live it: working, going out, expanding one’s cultural horizon, enjoying oneself, and
preparing to sleep are so many activities that depend on specific lighting conditions, adapted
to the specific cultural and social environment.

4. Making common use the core of our projects

We feel that lighting needs to respond to needs and purposes. This
clear connection enables us to register and determine the objectives
of a lighting project (from the point of view of quality as well as quantity) and to share them with the client. Whatever design approach is
required for the project, be it based on aesthetic quality, safety, standards or ergonomics, energy consumption is always a key issue. We
therefore commit to work to realise lighting projects that are consistent
with their uses and users, however diverse they may be, to grasp and fulfil their current and future expectations, analyse their relation to time – time of day or year – and anticipate how they
may be further developed. The direct link between the use of a space and the lighting can serve
as a source of adaptability, inventiveness, and as a way of saving energy.

5.

Working for the well-being of all

we, as lighting designers, commit to take into consideration all aspects of the
human visual perception system. The eye can adapt to a wide range of lighting
conditions, from direct sunlight to moonlight. But care must be taken to keep
excessive luminance contrasts and glare effects to a minimum since they trigger
pupillary light reflex (PLR), a reflex that controls the diameter of the pupil. We
commit to use light in accordance with the biological and physiological rhythms
of our lives. We encourage designers and clients to think of the lit space in three
dimensions. Rather than spending time and money simply lighting horizontal
surfaces as recommended in the standards, we commit to take into consideration vertical surfaces and peripheral vision in the process of creating enjoyable and comfortable ambiences.

					

6. Preserving resources:

we commit to propose quality projects that take into account all the means
available to limit the amount of energy consumed by lighting equipment. By
specifying luminaires equipped with low-energy light sources and reducing
maintenance costs while guaranteeing optimum light quality we believe that
we can reaffirm the status of our profession in a sustainable way. We commit
to encouraging the use of natural light and proposing lighting control systems
to optimise the balance between artificial and natural light. We commit to
make every effort to promote alternative solutions and advanced technologies that can help preserve resources by using renewable energies, and to encourage the lighting industry to contribute towards reducing CO2 emissions.

7. Assuming responsibility as fully independent consultants
we commit to remaining independent from the lighting industry (lighting

manufacturers and installers, energy suppliers) in order to ensure the quality and impartiality
of our projects. Our services shall remain the free expression of an approach based on original
creative thought. We commit to guide our clients and partners to help involve them in every
stage of the project, from design studies to the quality control of construction works, so that
we can ensure our projects are realized according to the original design concept. We act with
professional responsibility to provide an assurance of trust and guarantee a visually appealing,
technically sophisticated and sustainable result.

8. Sharing and passing on our innovations
we commit to share and circulate innovative technical and conceptual
solutions that promote environmental conservation and reduced energy consumption in lighting projects. As specialists, our expertise is dedicated to educating the people and service teams involved in or affected by the installed lighting and making them aware of the reasons behind the concept. This
includes project managers, contractors, installers, technical services and users. This specifically
encourages people to experience the light first-hand (night visits, trials on site) in order to understand the design intent. This also encourages all the players in the lighting sector to share
their knowledge and work with one another in order to develop relevant products that guarantee both good-quality light and environmental conservation. We commit to create and develop a network of knowledge to share information and experience to serve our cause.

9. Guaranteeing quality and expertise
Taking the time to look back, to be objective and critical of work previously realized. This is what builds up our expertise and credibility. We
commit to analysing the results of previous projects objectively so that
future projects can be designed to even better effect, and to taking a
global view to analyse, test and compare the real performance of the
innovative luminaires and state-of-the-art light sources on the market. In
spite of the pace at which design concepts have to be developed nowadays, plus the number of projects designers work on simultaneously,
and the plethora of products available, we will ensure to take the time required to perform the necessary comparative analyses of all technical criteria of the luminaires
we specify. We apply our technical expertise is to the benefit of every project to find the most
intelligent compromise between energy efficiency, durability, cost, and light quality.

10. Creating a laboratory of ideas
As lighting designers, we commit to follow, pursue and take part in any
research where light is a key factor, be it in medical and social sciences,
natural sciences, or of course, technological research. The analysis of our
own work is part of the research towards more responsible practice.
We also commit to creating a platform and network via which any research
that supports or enables reduced energy consumption for lighting and
aids designers in their efforts to produce lit environments which promote
visual comfort and well-being of all users.

We have set a list of targets, the means by which we can achieve them, outlined limits and examples,
and a timeframe. A dedicated group of lighting designers will follow these commitments to ensure our
objectives are realistic and feasible.

BEFORE 2020

Our road maps will have been set up, we will be able to put a cost on our objectives and begin to take action. We will rally lighting designers from around
the world to read and follow this manifesto. We will also test exemplary
practice or approaches/directions that we can share with colleagues. We
will appeal to political decision-makers so that they understand and learn to
adhere to our efforts and facilitate our actions. We will set up agreements
with our partners in the industry to ensure the luminaires and light sources
we specify and the projects we realise are in line with the commitments laid
down in this manifesto.

BEFORE 2025

The policy to reduce energy consumption will be well underway. We will embark
on the second phase of our actions in order to be part of the third industrial revolution and become more active with regard to the energy used in our projects.
Our approach will become increasingly global. The equipment we use will become
light. We will work in concrete terms on recycling the components used in the manufacture of luminaires, lighting products and related systems.

BEFORE 2030

The needs that initiate the radical changes taking place today in terms of
decreased energy expenditure will redirect our approach. Lighting will no
longer be reliant on non-renewable energy sources; there will be more interaction, more potential for intelligent lighting, and light is well on the way to
becoming completely digitised. Public lighting will be completely different:
we will no longer be lighting roads but pedestrian areas and public spaces
people can share. City dwellers will be carrying their own light: the mobile
lighting revolution will begin!

BEFORE 2050

We will adapt our profession to global changes due to global warming and play an active role in
technological change while improving the sustainability of lighting. We will recycle our lighting installations and work towards more lighting efficiency, paying attention to the resources used, the final
results of completed projects, and how they impact users. Lighting will be designed professionally
and with care, and evidence-based lighting design will become the norm.

To serve a common purpose, to help our planet by reducing our impact on global warming,
we, as lighting designers, will take action to further these commitments and develop collective thinking to serve the common good. Light is indispensable and precious, it supports
neither excess nor mediocrity: mastering lighting design is a question of excellence; it is a
passion, a profession.
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